Comprised of 25 chaplains and over 40 student groups, the Office of Religious, Spiritual, and Ethical Life (ORSEL) reflects the diversity of the Institute’s student body, faculty and staff. Supporting all community members, the office provides confidential counseling and crisis support. Additionally, religious, spiritual, and educational programming are offered; along with regular opportunities for worship, prayer, and study.

**ORSEL Affiliates:**

- LGBTQ+ Advisor: Cody Sanders, revcody@mit.edu
- Addir Fellows MIT Interfaith Dialogue: Adam Reynolds, adam1@mit.edu
- Asian Baptist Student Koinonia: Pastor David Um, dtum@mit.edu
- Baha’i: Brian Aull, aull@ll.mit.edu
- Baptist (SBC, CB, and other): Rev. Michael Dean, mdean@mit.edu
- Blue Ocean Faith: Adam Reynolds, adam1@mit.edu
- Buddhist: Ven. Tenzin Priyadarshi, tenzin@mit.edu
- Cru: Chris Swanson, cswanson@mit.edu
- Catholic (Roman): Fr. Michael Medas, mmedas@mit.edu
- Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints: Darrin Simpson, simpsondb@ldschurch.org
- Episcopal: Rev. Thea Keith-Lucas, theakl@mit.edu
- Hindu (Vedanta): Swami Tyagananda, tyag@mit.edu
- Hindu (Vaishnav): Sadananda Dasa, sdasa@mit.edu
- Humanist: Gregory Epstein, gepstein@mit.edu
- InterVarsity Christian Fellowship: Rev. Kevin Ford, ivcf@mit.edu
- Jewish (Chabad): Rabbi Menachem Altein, rabbia@mit.edu
- Jewish (Hillel): Rabbi Michelle Fisher, rabbif@mit.edu
- The Leadership Connection: Dave Thom, davethom@mit.edu
- Lutheran: Rev. Andrew Heisen, heisen@mit.edu
- Muslim (Sunni): Sister Nada El-Alami, mchnada@mit.edu
- Muslim (Shia): Hossein Mosallaei, hosseim@mit.edu
- Protestant: Rev. Natalie Hill, revnhill@mit.edu
- Radius: Thea Keith-Lucas, theakl@mit.edu
- Reformed University Fellowship: Rev. Solomon Kim, solokim@mit.edu
- Seventh-day Adventist: Andrew Innocent, innocent@mit.edu
- Zoroastrian: Daryush Mehta, dmehta@mit.edu

For student groups representing these religions as well as other religions not listed above, please visit the Association of Student Activies (ASA) group database at asa.mit.edu/groups